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ibrarians intent on learning about or 
acquiring French doctoral dissertations 
for their research collections may wish to 
understand useful information regarding 
French doctoral research as well as some 

general characteristics of French doctoral dissertations. 
French doctoral dissertations form a unique culture 
which may present a terra incognita for American 
librarians and researchers. This cursory introduction to 
French doctoral grey literature in the humanities and 
social sciences attempts to offer an overview of doctoral 
dissertations that may be available for purchase as well 
as what has been collected by the Center for Research 
Libraries (CRL) in their foreign dissertations collection. 
Several disciplines were chosen to offer reference and 
collections librarians a short, but instructive apprecia
tion for students, researchers, and users interested in 
French subjects that may require the use of French 
doctoral dissertations. Communication and Information 
Science, Philosophy, and Art History and Archaeology 
were examined for their respective grey literature 
characteristics. 

Researchers often us dissertations originating in 
other countries· often these dissertations reflect similar, 
but differ nt characteristics than those encountered in 
American and Canadian dissertations. French doctoral 
dissertation and th ir particular evolution reflect a 
unique t of condition p rtinent to those interested 
in locating u ing, and r ferencing them. This exarnina-
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tion attempts to provide a cursory but workable typol
ogy of dissertations, as well as examples of disciplinary 
relationships to three distinctive doctorates and their 
respective titular dissertation nomenclature1

. For 
American librarians and researchers in the humanities 
and social sciences, this holds particular relevance and 
intellectual significance. Doctoral dissertations occupy 
a unique position in grey literature. Often researchers 
and graduate students require doctoral dissertations for 
research; they may search for and acquire dissertations 
produced in the United States, or upon occasion seek 
dissertations that were written and defended in other 
countries. Language concerns aside, dissertations 
represent the most advanced formal research training 
and acculturation within higher learning2

• Internation
ally, the doctoral dissertation represents a standard of 
excellence generally accepted among international 
institutions and governmental agencies and research 
centers3. For American librarians and students investi
gating French dissertation research may prove daunt
ing. They may find themselves seeking dissertations 
within a context unfamiliar, confusing. For this reason, 
a general discussion of French dissertation research 
and its nomenclature may prove beneficial. 

FRENCH DISSERTATIONS 

Today it is possible to search for French disserta
tions and even to acquire certain dissertations originat
ing in French institutions of higher learning, especially 
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uni er ities. Currently rna t di ertation can be 
searched for through SUDOC ( ysteme universitaire de 
documentation) the online database which upports 
the cataloguing of dis ertation appearing in French 
institutions4

• This bibliographic utility upersedes all 
paper ver ions of di ertation listing but does not 
purport to include all di ertations that ha e been 
written and defended in French in titutions. In term 
of acquisitions French dissertations are available for 
purchase by either individual or library from Atelier 

ationale de Reproduction de Theses in Lille France . 
American libraries as well a individuals may acquir 
selected dis ertations from 1971- present on offer and 
available from Atelier ationale de Reproduction des 
Theses. The proviso here is that not all dissertations ar 
available since only dissertation au thors who wish to 
participate have dissertations publi hed throu gh thi 
form of distribution . The catalog is a showcase of what 
is possibly pertinent and available to American librarian 
and research r. Generally French dissertation avail
able through Atelier ationale de Reproduction de 
Theses in the humanities and social sciences fall und r 
these broadly-based disciplinary rubrics (See Table 1.): 

Within these disciplinary alignments, one finds 
various subfields or specialization useful to further 
searching of pertinent d issertations. Often theses 

Table 2. Subjects in Philosophy 
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di ertation r fl ct do di ciplinary ori ntation to the 
primary disciplin with po ible int rdi ciplinary 
characteri tic that may or may n t b r 1 ant to the 
u er need . Phil oph Communication and Informa
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ervice or through Interlibrary Loan at one s 
in titution for possible holding at the Center for 
R earch Librarie in Chicago. Whichever choices are 
made French dissertations will offer another inter st
ing approach to advanced res arch materials. 

CONCLUSION 

For collection librarian intent on acquiring French 
di ertati n for their research call ction or for those 
wh wish t u e CRL s di rtation ervices as an 
additional off-site collection enue knowledge of 
French dissertation culture of£ r additional perspec
tiv: as well as a pragmatic approach to acquiring 
foreign in this case, French dissertations . ecessarily 
curs ry, thi exploratory discus ion eks to frame 
Fr nch d ctoral grey literatur within the context of 
humanitie and ocial cienc literature appearing in 
di rtation format. Availability of French dissertations 
at RL and for purcha e through the Atelier ationale 
d Reproduction des Theses in Lille offers American 
call ction librarians, students, and researchers an 
opportunity to readily avail them elve of this rich 
re urcc in advanced res arch lit rature. Appreciation 
of French di serrations permits Am rican librarians and 
res archer another re ource for advanced research 
appearing in ther v nue . For those who are inter-

ted in Fr ·nch topic re earch d for French disserta
tion , the natur of such gr y literatur i invaluable. 
or c U cti n and for int rlibrary loan purposes, 

French diss rtations repre ent an ther approach to 
r search mat rials especially for tho individuals 
int nt on pur uing Fr nch r s arch ubjects. 
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3 For a global tudy and history of the evolutionary 
development of doctoral programs and degrees within 
various national traditions seeP. G. M. Hesseling 
Frontiers of Learning: The Ph.D. Octopus (Dordrecht: 
Faris Publication 1986). 

4 Consult the database at http://www.sudoc.abes.fr/ 
L G = FR/DB = 2 .1/IMPLAND = Y/CHARSET= IS0-8859-11 
DB START. Approximately, a critical mass of 10,000 
dissertations ar defended each year in France. 

5 Consult the database at http://www.sudoc.abes.fr/ 
L G=FR/DB=2.1/IMPLAND = Y/CHARSET=IS0-8859-1/ 
DB START. Generally the price for each dissertation is 
anywhere from approximately 30 Euros and above 
depending on the length, etc. A cursory perusal of 
such dissertations in Purdue's, Indiana University's and 
University of Notr Dame's holdings reveals 30, 61,and 
142. Retrieved ovember 7, 2007. 

6 See http://www.crl.edu/; for dissertations catalogue, 
see http ://www.crl.edu/content.asp?ll-S#dissertations. 
Generally academic libraries have borrowing privileges 
if they are members of CLR. 
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